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Abstract: The “Evaluation of I/O ECU in Trucks” which focuses on hardware and software level aspects of the Input/output ECU (I/O ECU). The I/O ECU interfaces with the sensors and actuators of the truck and the controlling action is taken by the High End ECU which interacts with the I/O ECU by exchange of data over a communication channel.

Index Terms- Input / Output Electronic Control Unit, High Side Driver, Low Side Driver, High End ECU and Serial Peripheral Interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on the evaluation of the hardware and software platforms of the I/O ECU and its subsystems adopted in the trucks.

The evaluation is done by developing a bare-metal code in the software environment and then imparting the program to specific hardware target and test for its functionality. The software developed should be generic and must be able to interface with the homogenous and heterogeneous platform hardware modules.

The I/O ECU in commercial vehicles refers to the system or modules that directly interacts with the sensors and actuators of the vehicle and then relay it to the High End ECU for processing. The hardware subsystems of the I/O ECU includes the low power Microcontroller, Low Side Drivers and High Side Drivers, Analog to Digital Convertors, Shift registers and CAN

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. I/O ECU

The I/O ECU is the customized base board with variant functionalities to perform by the on board peripherals, which include the High side drivers(HSD), Low side drivers(LSD), CAN communication and shift registers [1] etc. The I/O ECU has S32K144 low power microcontroller an ARM cortex M4 32-bit with three SPI communication channel.

The shift register is configured in the daisy chain arrangement that moves or shifts the data along the shift registers in the form of serial to parallel data conversion, where the data coming out of the shift register are signifying a particular entity which will activate a peripheral [6].
The interaction between the shift register and the Microcontroller Unit (MCU) is through the on-chip Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI).

![Fig 2. Interaction of MCU and the Shift Register.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>Select required cores for project. The set of cores depends on the selected processor. By default, all core checkboxes are checked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Library (except S32V234 Cortex-A53) | Use to specify support of the library linked to project:  
- EWL - C99 compliant Embedded Warrior Library  
- EWL Nano - a lightweight version of Embedded Warrior Library  
- NewLib - standard C/C++ library that is included with our ARM toolchain  
- NewLib Nano - a lightweight version of the standard C/C++ library. Default value depends on the selected processor. |
| I/O Support (except S32V234 Cortex-A53) | Use to specify I/O modes used for project:  
- Debugger Console - configures how the GCC-ARM library deals with the console (e.g. printf() or printf()). The library uses a virtual connection with the debugger (also known as "semhosting")  
- No I/O - no console support. Default value depends on the selected processor. |
| Address              | Dependence the selected RAM size. Default for the Boot Cortex-A53: 0x20000000 |
| RAM Size, KB         | Use to specify the size of RAM memory: from 128 to 1024 with step 32. Default: 256 |
| Unused RAM, no       | See the unused RAM value for the core. Read only. The values depend on the selected arm size. By default, this field is clear. |
| Language             | The option you select sets up default compiler/linker options for the toolchain. Select the programming language that you want to use for writing the program's source code. You can select only one language:  
- C - sets up your application with ANSI C-compliant startup code, and initializes global variables  
- C++ - sets up your application with ANSI C++ startup code, and performs global class object initialization. Default: C |
| SDKs                 | Use to select SDK. For more information, see SDK chapter. By default, this field is clear. |
| Debugger             | Select a connection type to use for the project:  
- arm micro based server  
- debugger J-Link GDB server  
- SYSTEM window (only for SKEA2128, SKEA2132, SKEA24N4, SKEA26A. The System Debug Plugin for Eclipse should be installed to debug a project) |
III. RESULTS OF EVALUATION

Base Board evaluation is done at both levels of integrity that is the software and the hardware. The evaluation of the HSD is as follows down below.

The evaluation of the HSD is at the input voltage of 10V and the output voltage is at the range of 0 to 10V, the test of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) of 50%, and 90% was tested and the functionality is optimum without the glitch or noise. The shift register configures the same to multiple number of HSD.

The evaluation the LSD is as follows below,

IV. CONCLUSION

The evaluation of the subsys tems of the I/O ECU and its communication interface such as Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) and the CAN communication makes it possible to communicate between the I/O ECU and the High End ECU exchanging data over a communication channel.
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